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Introduction 

Traditionally, gas cylinders have been the most 

prevalent source of gas supply for laboratory 

applications. Despite the significant safety concerns 

that come with storing and handling explosive, toxic, 

or flammable gas cylinders where a 2000 psi cylinder 

can quickly turn into a projectile, along with the 

multiple inconveniences associated with managing 

and storing these cylinders – they still remain the 

preferred comfortable choice among analytical 

laboratories. Gas generators, on the other hand, 

provide a continuous supply of high purity gas 

without the danger or operational disturbances. 

They’re also not at risk of unexpectedly running out 

of gas in the middle of analysis, as gas cylinders 

might. In this article, we’ll highlight how 

straightforward it is to switch to the latest generation 

of gas generators and the consequential benefits. 

 

What’s So Concerning About Cylinders? 

Gas cylinders are large, extremely heavy pressure 

vessels that need to be brought in and out of the lab 

or to a central supply area, on a consistent basis 

because of their restricted supply. This sets the 

scene for some potentially serious hazards such as a 

cylinder being dropped and injuring an employee, or 

the impact of a cylinder explosion or abrupt release 

of compressed gas. 

What accompanies the use of gas cylinders in 

laboratories is the delivery scheduling, management,                                      

 

and maintenance costs associated with upkeep.  

Beyond this challenge, the physical act of 

switching out cylinders creates the potential for 

air impurities to penetrate the analytical 

instrument being utilized. If this happens, 

laboratory operations come to a halt while the 

problem is rectified with new cylinders being 

ordered and switched over. Once delivered, 

many chromatographers have said that it can 

take anywhere from 30 minutes to 4 hours to 

complete a cylinder change-over and recover a 

baseline. 

In a gas chromatography system, the 

compressed gas cylinders are used to maintain 

stream purity. But apart from the potential of 

contaminants being introduced following a 

cylinder change-out, cylinders can contain 

impurities of their own because some of those 

supplied by manufacturers have been known to 

host preexistent contaminants or retain residual 

gases or hydrocarbons from prior use, 

therefore, producing an out-of-tolerance mixture 

for the next user. 

Gas cylinders can also occasionally run dry, 

causing moist air to flow back into the cylinder 

which then leads to corrosion. This corrosion is 

then released back into the cylinder gases.  Any 

of these instances can result in a low purity gas 

that will dramatically shorten the lifespan of  
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your analytical instrument or column, and significantly 

impact the chromatographic performance as well as 

the test results. 

On average, laboratories are spending between 

$8,000 and $12,000 a year on gas cylinders. These 

figures are outside of maintenance costs associated 

with upkeep, or personnel for special safe handling. 

What is attributed to the majority of these costs? 

Apart from the general price of gas cylinders which is 

recurrent based on usage requirements (and subject 

to market increases) factors such as managing 

frequent deliveries to suit your operations, rental 

fees, contract negotiations and safe storage 

components also play a huge part. 

What’s the Alternative? 

The latest generation of analytical gas generators 

reliably and consistently supply high levels of pure 

gases at flow rates based on the application directive 

and instruments being used. These compact units 

take just minutes after being started to reach 100 psi 

and will resume uninterrupted service to effectively 

eliminate any unplanned downtime.   

Typical usage for gas generators includes gas 

chromatographic detectors such as FID, NPD, FPD 

and TCD, and as a reagent gas for ELCD and HALL. 

Gas generators that produce hydrogen do so through 

the process of electrolytic disassociation of hydrogen 

from water. VICI DBS gas generators are compact 

enough that they can be installed right by your GC 

instrument, which permits you to reduce the length of 

your stainless steel or analytical grade copper gas 

lines used to supply the hydrogen gas to your GC. 

This means there’s less maintenance required and 

less likelihood of gas generation failure or safety 

concerns associated with leaks in the lines. 

Hydrogen gas generators require little maintenance 

(the only requirement of the latest models is to 

change the water filter one to two times per year). 

With these gas generators, not only are laboratories 

experiencing the convenience of gas being produced 

on demand, but the gas is also at consistently high  

 

purity levels of grade 6 or 7. Time is reclaimed 

and productivity increased by eliminating gas 

cylinder deliveries and empty cylinder 

collections from busy work schedules. 

Operational costs are reduced which becomes 

a generous payback for facilities for 

implementing simple sustainable laboratory 

practices. 

To decrease additional safety concerns, a gas 

generator monitors the downstream excess flow 

and automatically shut itself off if, for example, 

if there is a leak in the GC oven or column. 

When working with gas cylinders, your 

employees are also at risk of having those 

cylinders torpedo through the laboratory at 

speeds of several miles per hour if a cylinder 

valve is accidentally detached. Numerous 

situations can cause this to happen, including: 

• Failing to secure cylinders with 

accurately functioning valve protection 

caps 

• Not properly securing your cylinders 

(such as in a safety storage cabinet) or 

against a wall with proper restraining 

straps 

• Moving cylinders without a cylinder cart 

• Accidentally rolling or dropping your 

cylinders 

• Not separating gas cylinders by type of 

gas contained within (for flammables) 

• Not properly releasing the cylinder cap, 

i.e. attempting to break the cap by 

putting something in the cylinder cap 

holes to loosen it 

This risk is eliminated with gas generators, 

which have only 50 ml of stored gas – at a 

maximum of around 5 times atmospheric 

pressure (versus a gas cylinder which will 

contain gas at a pressure of around 200 to 300 

times atmospheric pressure). 

In contrast to the recurring costs associated 

with gas cylinders, gas generators render  
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substantial ongoing savings. A cost-effective yet 

modern and feature-rich gas generator unit should 

allow you to see a return on your investment in as 

little as 6 to 2 months. 

How Easy Is It To Make the Switch? 

As easy as plug & play. Installing a gas generator is 

uncomplicated and once situated in the laboratory, 

requires only electricity and deionized water to 

produce consistently high purity gas suitable for 

supplying highly sensitive analytical instruments. 

Today’s most advanced generators on the market 

will even accept distilled water.  

Hydrogen gas generators with 99.9999% purity, for 

all GC detector and carrier gas applications are 

available in a flat, horizontal style for placement 

under a GC or in a tower style to conserve bench 

space. The best gas generators on the market also 

come with alarm capabilities and software control to 

automate your gas supplies onsite. Therefore, these 

generators have a very small carbon footprint when 

compared to cylinders which also need to be 

repeatedly transported to and from the laboratory 

because of their fixed capacity.  

Conclusion 

Replacing gas cylinders with a gas generator 

eliminates the multiple safety risks associated with 

storing gas bottles in your laboratory. The added 

convenience of utilizing a gas generator to provide 

a consistently high purity flow of gas for analytical 

applications at high volumes without risking the 

safety of workers will substantially improve and 

enhance laboratory operations. 

  

As facilities start to move more towards a 

reduction in footprint with environmentally friendly 

and energy efficient equipment, it’s expected we’ll 

see a larger uptake of gas generators versus gas 

cylinders. Because laboratory spaces are 

becoming increasingly expensive to build out and 

maintain, more emphasis will be placed on  

 

 

effective processes with minimal cost 

requirements and downtime. Units with 

convenient design options and featuring the 

ability to produce hydrogen gas and zero air all 

within the one unit have already started making 

a presence in existing labs and will be even 

more prevalent in the labs of the future. 

Contact STEQ America for a personal 

consultation on your gas generator options. 

For more information call us at (267) 245-7010 

or email info@steqamerica.com. 

steqamerica.com 
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About STEQ America 

STEQ America is to helping biotechnology and 

pharmaceutical companies find the right solutions to be 

leaders in their industry. A division of the STEQ group, 

which has been in operation for more than 17 years, 

STEQ America have garnered much success offering 

technology-led solutions to the pharmaceutical, biotech 

& life science industries. We are also much more than 

the solution providers for European and local 

manufacturers to be represented in the Americas. We 

are a team of great people, inspired by our ability to 

make a positive impact on the sectors we serve, by 

helping the companies within them discover healthcare 

solutions so that people may live happy and fulfilling 

lives. For the STEQ America organization, the 

customer relationship does not end at the delivery of 

the equipment. STEQ America Services cares to offer 

a unique and differentiated after-sales service, focused 

on customer needs related to the entire state of quality 

of the process and finished product. We provide you 

with customized training and services for our partner 

lines of equipment. 

We offer equipment and services for those involved in 

biotechnology and the life sciences with a focus on 

laboratory needs and research and development. We 

offer advanced European solutions for steam 

sterilization, isolation technology, laboratory heating 

and drying ovens, safety storage cabinets for the 

storage of hazardous and flammable materials, 

cleaning and drying in pharmaceutical manufacturing 

environments (cGMP washers), ultra-low temperature 

freezers, gas generators and flexible, mobile 

cleanroom containment PODs. Our partners include 

Matachana, IWT, Düperthal, Memmert, Comecer, 

Arctiko, VICI DBS and G-CON Manufacturing. 

 

About VICI DBS 

 
CSA certified, VICI DBS gas generators are engineered in 

Switzerland, and feature all the quality attributed to a  

 

manufacture of products and accessories for 

analytical instruments since 1985. Their innovative 

gas generators have been developed using 

microprocessor control and patented designs to 

create products that have become the leading 

exemplar of contemporary and reliable hydrogen, 

nitrogen and zero air generators amongst their kind.  
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cost when compared to the competition. VICI DBS has  

been specializing in the design, development, and 

manufacture of products and accessories for analytical  

instruments since 1985. Their innovative gas generators  

have been developed using microprocessor control and  

patented designs to create products that have become  

the leading exemplar of contemporary and reliable  

hydrogen, nitrogen and zero air generators amongst  

their kind. 


